Fixed Income Research Associate

What they do:

• Analyze the credit quality of individual issuers through a formal training program and direct mentoring by senior analysts.

• Build financial models, develop credit opinions and publish research reports.

• Participate in meetings with bond issuers, credit rating agencies, sell-side research analysts, investment bankers and other market participants.

• Play an integral part in the investment process through regular interaction with analysts, portfolio managers, and traders.

Application Window: Early Fall 2017
Location: Merrimack, NH

Spotlight: Chase Savage
Current Fixed Income Research Associate

School: Bowdoin College
Major: Government and Legal Studies
Graduation Year: 2016

“I like working in Merrimack because it’s similar to my college town. Living and working in New Hampshire allows you to take advantage of the outdoors yet doesn’t preclude you from going to Boston and taking advantage of what the city has to offer.”